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The thesis presents my PhD research achievements in two areas of official statistics.

The first area is data privacy. This is concerned with protecting sensitive information

of data respondents in public release data. The second area is record linkage. This is

concerned with combining records located in different data sources but belonging to

the same population unit.

The majority of the thesis concerns data privacy. A statistical agency can release

two types of data: microdata and tabular data. Regardless of the form of data, a

statistical agency needs to guarantee that sensitive information of data respondents

is not disclosed to data intruders. There are two types of disclosure risks that need

to be controlled. The first is reidentification risk. Reidentification disclosure occurs

if a data intruder correctly associates a record with the corresponding population

unit. The second is attribute risk. Attribute disclosure occurs if a data intruder learns

new sensitive information about a target population unit. The thesis mainly concerns

attribute risks.

To reduce disclosure risks, a common practice used by a statistical agency is to

apply a statistical disclosure limitation (SDL) method to original data before data

release. An SDL method is a way to alter the original data systematically so that

the risks of disclosure are reduced. On the other hand, the process will also reduce

the value of the data as an analytical resource, which can be described as data utility.

This means that statistical information that one can infer from the altered data is less

accurate than what one can infer from the original data. To study an SDL method, both

its impact on data utility and data privacy should be considered.
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Noise multiplication masking is an emerging SDL method applicable to both micro-

data and tabular data. The masking method works by multiplying each observation

with a random noise drawn from an underlying noise-generating variable to create a

noise-multiplied version of the original data. Statistical estimates can be inferred from

the noise-multiplied data using estimators specifically derived for noise-multiplied

data. The distribution of the underlying noise-generating variable plays a crucial

role in balancing utility–risk trade-offs. The noise multiplication masking method is

advocated by many researchers (see, for example, [4]).

There is extensive research on the noise multiplication masking method from the

data utility point of view (see, for example, [3]). However, there is inadequate research

on attribute risks associated with the masking method. Understanding attribute risks

of the masking method can help a statistical agency to select the distribution of an

underlying noise-generating variable wisely before data masking takes place. Parts of

my research attempt to understand attribute risks of the masking method (see [6, 7]).

In this thesis, the following research outcomes are presented:

(1) a potential attacking strategy, namely ‘correlation-attack’, is discussed which can

easily cause attribute disclosure;

(2) a measure for quantifying the average attribute risk of a noise distribution against

several attacking strategies is derived using an optimisation model;

(3) the fact that some data intruders might have knowledge about the minimum or

maximum of the original data is noted and the consequences related to attribute

risks are discussed.

In addition to the topics related to the noise multiplication masking method, one

chapter of the thesis discusses tabular data protection in a remote system. In a remote

system, data are stored in a remote server. Data users cannot access these data directly.

Instead, data users can interact with the data by sending queries. A query could be

any particular statistical information a data user wants to know about a particular

set of data, such as the aggregate total of the data. The remote system responds to

a query by returning an output. When querying on aggregate totals is allowed in a

remote system, a differencing attack can cause attribute disclosure. A differencing

attack can happen if a data intruder is able to send two queries of aggregate totals, and

the contributor values of the two queries are the same except that a target contributor

value is excluded in one of the queries. Attribute risks from differencing attacks can

be reduced if an output perturbation algorithm is used. In the chapter, we introduce

an innovative output perturbation algorithm against differencing attack strategies (see

also [5]). The performance of the algorithm is compared with an algorithm in [8].

Besides data privacy, we also present our research achievements on record linkage

in one chapter. Record linkage is needed when a statistical agency has multiple

microdata files with overlapping information and wants to increase the depth and

dimension of the data. The statistical agency might attempt to link these files

using a record linkage technique, such as a probabilistic linkage algorithm (see, for

example, [2]). A probabilistic linkage algorithm might link records incorrectly, causing
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linkage errors in linked data. Analysing linked data with linkage errors will lead to

biased statistical estimates for many population parameters. A linkage error model is

a matrix which estimates the structure of linkage errors in linked data. A linkage error

model can be used to offset biases of statistical estimates. However, constructing a

linkage error model seems to be nontrivial. Chambers [1] proposes an exchangeable

linkage error (ELE) model which imposes a strong assumption on linkage error

structure. Moreover, the ELE model might still lead to biased statistical estimates. In

the thesis, I propose an alternative linkage error model called the conditional linkage

error (CLE) model. The CLE model does not require the strong assumption made by

the ELE model, and it has been shown that the model works well in many situations

where the ELE model fails to correct estimation biases. The performance of the two

linkage error models is compared via simulations.
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